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1. INTRODUCTION: THE APOLOGY AND CLOSING THE CIRCLE OF 

GOVERNMENT CONTROL OVER INDIGENOUS HOUSING 

On 13 February 2008 Prime Minister Kevin Rudd delivered his historic speech to the Australian 

Parliament apologising to First Nations for: 

…the laws and policies of successive parliaments and governments that have inflicted 

profound grief, suffering and loss…(Kevin Rudd 2008).  

Beyond the symbolism of the apology and the baring of the Australian soul for the stolen 

generations was a proposition by the Prime Minister for a ‘new partnership’ in the relationship 

of the Australian Parliament and Government with First Nations. Housing was singled out for a 

special mention among the pledges: 

I therefore propose a joint policy commission, to be led by the Leader of the Opposition and 

me, with a mandate to develop and implement, to begin with, an effective housing strategy 

for remote communities over the next five years (Kevin Rudd 2008) 

Within three months the idea of a joint policy commission and bipartisanship was politically 

abandoned and the bureaucracy was gifted the ‘mandate to develop and implement’ a new top-

down indigenous housing program via the States and the Northern Territory. Instead of a joint 

policy commission, the Prime Minister established a five member National Policy Commission 

on Indigenous Housing, including the late Paul Pholeros AM. Mr Pholeros reflected in 2013 on 

his experience with the Commission: 

Just about every suggestion that I and the other four commissioners made was seen as 

either being hostile or being unhelpful and the program simply waded on and I couldn’t see 

any point. We’ve been out of the loop since mid 2010 when the Federal Government 

stopped our program. I resigned from the Prime Ministers’ National Policy Commission on 

Indigenous Housing as did all the other commissioners. (Paul Pholeros as quoted in 

Casamento 2013) 

The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) signed the National Partnership Agreement on 

Remote Indigenous Housing (NPARIH) in April 2010. The program was allocated $5.5 billion to 

be spent over 10 years for the construction of 4200 new social houses, and to upgrade and 

repair at least 4876 existing social houses in remote Indigenous communities. The Australian 

Government Minister responsible for Indigenous Affairs at the time, Jenny Macklin, described it 

as a ‘record’ investment (cited in Sydney Morning Herald 2009a). Certainly allocations of 

funding on such a scale should be expected to produce substantial long term benefits for the 

small places and numbers of people targeted—places that are far from economically, socially or 

culturally flourishing. 

NPARIH’s primary objective is ‘significantly reducing severe overcrowding in remote 

Indigenous communities’, but other flow-on benefits are intended to include healthier, safer 

homes, and reduced homelessness (COAG 2010, p. 4). Based on the experiences of 

disadvantaged and disempowered populations across the globe, doubts were raised from the 

outset about whether NPARIH could achieve these laudable goals. 
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Critically, NPARIH has been delivered by state and territory housing departments through a 

takeover and rechanneling of federally funded programs previously provided to Indigenous 

Community Housing Organisations. NPARIH is completing the bureaucratic deconstruction of 

Indigenous controlled housing programs, finalising what began in the early 1990s with the 

‘mainstreaming’ of Indigenous-specific housing programs previously delivered through the 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission. 

Many First Nations leaders felt a deep sense of unease and wariness when the intent of the 

NPARIH Agreement was first signalled in 2008. These feelings were vindicated in Queensland 

from 2009 as chartered flights of senior bureaucrats visited each community in a whirlwind of 

fervour and efficiency with a simple proposal for Mayors and leaders—if you want NPARIH 

money for new houses or refurbishments then you must first agree to a major change in the 

underlying housing program arrangements by signing 40 (plus 40) year leases of Indigenous 

property to the Department of Housing and Public Works. 

Long-term leases over Indigenous land for social housing were advocated under NPARIH as 

necessary to provide state and territory governments with the ‘secure tenure’ needed, and the 

required degree of access to and control of the land to ‘do their job’ as housing providers under 

the NPARIH scheme (Sydney Morning Herald 2009b). Eight years into the NPARIH rollout, 

almost all existing houses and new social housing subdivisions in remote First Nations 

communities in Australia have been plugged into the centralised state or territory housing 

pipelines. The centralised command and control social housing system is now the only game in 

town.  

The consequences of NPARIH for First Nations reach far beyond the sphere of social housing 

and the never-ending cycle of new and refurbished housing becoming overcrowded and run 

down. History repeats. Opportunity is wasted. First Nations continue to decline. 

A machine-like apparatus now controls social housing in remote Australia. NPARIH acts as a 

giant ratchet wheel of centralised control and local disempowerment, driving ever greater 

dependency on social housing funding in remote communities. With each efficient forward 

movement in the wheel another notch is engaged and the circle is further closed. There seems to 

be no way out for First Nations peoples living in the remote social housing ghettos dispersed 

across the Australian continent.  

Empowerment and real progress for First Nations on housing, home ownership and economic 

development outcomes will remain elusive as long as NPARIH and similar top-down approaches 

provide blind support for interventions that guarantee passivity, dependence and decline. 

2. FROM GRASSY NARROWS TO AURUKUN: MODEL 

DISEMPOWERMENT AND DECLINE THROUGH ‘EFFICIENT’ 

SETTLEMENT PLANNING 

It is a long way from Canada to Aurukun on Cape York Peninsula, but the destruction of a small 

Canadian Ojibwa village in northern Ontario through a succession of hammer blows in the 

middle and late 20th century offers critical insights into the pattern and impact of settlement 

planning and control of remote First Nations communities in Australia and the impact of 

NPARIH.  
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A Poison Stronger Than Love – The Destruction of an Ojibwa Community by Anastasia M. Shkilnyk 

(1985) chronicles the stepped pathway to ruin for the small community of Grassy Narrows 

situated about 2000 kilometres north of Toronto. Before 1960 the people of Grassy Narrows 

were living in a customary way with strong social norms on their traditional lands under the 

1871 treaty settlement with the British Crown. Under the terms of the treaty, as much as one 

square mile of land was issued to each family embedded within 4000 hectares of prime land on 

the Wabigoon-English River system. On the lands the tribe selected under the treaty, known as 

the ‘old reserve’, the cycle of seasonal activities and traditional cultural practices of the Ojibway 

were part of everyday life. Each clan lived in log cabins in small clearings, commonly half a mile 

to the nearest neighbour. 

From the mid-1960s, there was an extraordinary period of decline in the health and wellbeing 

of the Grassy Narrows people as the community became one not headed towards growth and 

renewal, but one where the social fabric was being shredded, and a schism formed in people’s 

care and protection of themselves and their offspring to the point where newly acquired norms 

propelled people ‘toward self-mutilation and death’ (1985, p. 1). Shkilnyk’s analysis chronicles 

this rapid disintegration, which was far worse than that seen in other Indian bands within the 

region.  

During the period 1974-78, more than three quarters of deaths in the community were 

attributed to unnatural causes, primarily alcohol, suicide and criminal violence. This compared 

with a figure of just nine per cent for the period 1959-63, an eight-fold increase. It is alcohol that 

the ‘poison’ in the title of the book refers to—referencing a statement made by a local resident 

about the power of alcohol: ‘I can’t explain it to you, because I can’t explain it to myself. The only 

thing I know about alcohol is that alcohol is a stronger power than the love of children. It’s a 

poison, and we are a broken people. We suffer enough inside, and therefore we understand each 

other’ (Shkilnyk 1985). 

The author reflects on the predicament at Grassy Narrows after her previous experience of 

working in developing countries including those devastated by civil war: 

What struck me about Grassy Narrows was the numbness in the human spirit. There was 

an indifference, a listlessness, a total passivity that I could neither understand nor seem to 

do anything about. I had never seen such hopelessness anywhere in the Third World. 

(Shkilnyk 1985, p. 4) 

Two modern events were pivotal in shaping the dramatic and sustained decline of the people of 

Grassy Narrows. The first was the relocation of the community by the Canadian Department of 

Indian Affairs from 1963 onwards. The second was the discovery in the late 1960s of mercury 

contamination of the English-Wabigoon River by a paper mill situated far upstream. It was the 

relocation that laid the foundation for the mercury to cause maximum damage.  

The relocation from 1963 was carried out by the Department of Indian Affairs in the name of 

‘waging war on Indian poverty.’ A new urbanised settlement plan was devised for a site about 

five miles south of the old reserve. The move was justified on the grounds that the new site, 

accessible by road from the town of Kenora, would make it easier to provide the residents with 

the amenities of modern life—a school, electricity, improved housing and social services—and 

thus the historic disparity in standards of material wellbeing between Indian and non-Indian 

communities could be redressed. The funding taps for all housing and infrastructure to the old 
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reserve were gradually turned off as Department of Indian Affairs turned the taps to fully open 

for the new reserve to become a ‘model community’.  

The design of the new reserve community reflected conventional thinking about social planning 

efficiency. Dwellings were in tight linear formation, all uniform in design, and crowded together. 

Despite the pleas of the Grassy Narrows people that the layout of the new reserve should 

accommodate the traditional clan-based residence pattern, no-one listened to the Indians’ view 

on how a people should live. The Ojibwwa leaders were forced towards the new settlement 

through coercion and veiled threat. An Ojibwa leader, Richard Ashopenace, wrote to the Head of 

Department of Indian Affairs in 1964: 

We have rights to live where ever we choose to live or to build a house in the reserve or 

outside the reserve. The white man said that when they signed Treaty with the Indians long 

ago … The Indian Agent [Department of Indian Affairs] Mr Eric Law, told us if we don’t 

like to live close together with the others, he said we won’t get a house, we need the new 

houses very bad. (Shkilnyk 1985, p. 171) 

By 1969, the last family had left the old reserve and moved to the new settlement. A year later 

the full force of the mercury in the river become apparent and the decline of Grassy Narrows 

society became terminal. By 1970, social ties and bonds grafted over generations had frayed and 

broken. Men and women had given up traditional roles and occupations, and the special 

relationship of people to the land, which had helped overcome all previous crises, was displaced 

by the economic, political, and spatial order of the new reserve. The people of Grassy Narrows 

dated the beginning of their time of troubles to the relocation and Shkilnyk concludes: 

In imposing a completely alien form of settlement, local officials acted in a manner 

consistent with the paternalistic attitudes, ideology, and procedures prevailing 

within the department at the time. In fact, they did not consider the relocation 

important enough to warrant documentation. It was simply a means to an end, a 

necessary adjunct to a broader mandate to deliver services to Indian people at 

minimum cost and with maximum efficiency. And it seems clear that their failure even 

to speculate that the Indian people might have something to lose in being wrenched out of 

their way of life had its deeper roots in the Western way of thinking about the world. 

Inasmuch as this way of thinking and the department’s own philosophy of 

development have changed little since the 1960s, we should pause for a moment to 

review the premises that govern the relationship to indigenous people and the 

attitudes as to how they should be ‘helped’. (Shkilnyk 1985, p. 235) [Emphasis added] 

The actions of the Canadian Department of Indian Affairs from the 1960s saw efficiency 

arguments trump any discussion about effectiveness and the rights of the Ojibwa to object to 

their relocation or ensure their views were taken into account.  

A postscript on the Grassy Narrows community since 1985 has been provided through 

numerous documentaries since the early 1990s, each exclusively focusing on the impact of the 

mercury poisoning and nearby logging. The tragedy of the lived human experience of the 

relocation from the old reserve to its present site seems to be internalised by the local people as 

part of the narrative of decline. After almost 50 years since the relocation, very few old people 

are alive that remember life as it was on the old reserve, and the existence of families on the 

new settlement is accepted as normal. 
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In First World nations where bureaucracies exist to provide ‘services’ to disadvantaged citizens, 

the pattern of disempowerment and decline seem to follow as natural consequences of the 

pattern of intervention. In the United Kingdom, Dr. Anthony Daniels, under the moniker 

Theodore Dalrymple, wrote about his experiences as a prison doctor and psychiatrist and the 

creation of an underclass within a first world democracy in a collection of essays Life at the 

Bottom: The Worldview That Makes the Underclass (Dalrymple 2001). He cites the impact of 

welfare passivity evident in white British housing estates, which will be completely familiar to 

those in remote First Nations communities in Cape York Peninsula and elsewhere: 

‘Why don't they tidy up their gardens?’ asks a doctor from Bombay. 

A good question. After all, most of the houses contain at least one person with time on his 

or her hands. Whenever I have been able to ask the question, however, the answer has 

always been the same: I've told the Council (the local government) about it, but they 

haven't come. As tenants, they feel it is the landlord's responsibility to keep the yards clean, 

and they are not prepared to do the council's work for it, even if it means wading through 

garbage as it quite literally does. On the one hand, authority cannot tell them what to do; 

on the other, it has an infinitude of responsibilities towards them. (Dalrymple 2003, p.139) 

Noel Pearson and other leaders have articulated this situation in Australia also, where a system 

of passive welfare—including the social housing system—takes away responsibility and acts to 

further entrench the status quo, despite the fact that it is intended to assist disadvantaged 

people (Pearson 2005, 2010; Cape York Institute for Policy and Leadership 2007).  

Mirroring the situation in Grassy Narrows, the NPARIH juggernaut has rolled into northern and 

remote Australia without heeding the warnings that have been sounded. 

On Cape York, the creation of a new NPARIH housing subdivision in the remote community of 

Aurukun illustrates the new nadir in remote indigenous housing - structural disempowerment 

through NPARIH and its consequences as the ideology of efficient service delivery trumps all 

other concerns.  

As with the Ojibwa of Grassy Narrows, the Wik people of Aurukun have been dealt a succession 

of hammer blows through their colonial history, including via institutional decision-making 

about housing and settlement planning. Anthropologist, Dr David Martin, documents the pre-

NPARIH history and impact of settlement planning in his publication, Autonomy and 

Relatedness: An Ethnography of Wik People of Aurukun (1993). 

Aurukun lies 80 kilometres south of the mining town of Weipa in Western Cape York, and is 

very remote. It was first established as a Moravian mission at the turn of the century, and at this 

time the spatial distribution of the largely self-built housing reflected a basic pre-contact 

dichotomy of Wik people from ‘topside’ (eastern, sclerophyll forest) and ‘bottomside’ (western, 

coastal floodplain)—these groupings continued to orient people both geographically and 

socially within the village. After 1978, however, the Queensland Government imposed Local 

Government on Aurukun1, this orientation within the settlement was disrupted. The large scale 

                                                             
1 Local Government was imposed as the Queensland Government reshaped the management of Aurukun 
partly in response to the outstation movement which saw small groups of Wik re-establishing themselves 
on their traditional lands, but primarily as a response to the Wik campaign against the Queensland 
Government’s agreement to issue bauxite mining leases over their ancestral lands (Martin 1993). 
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housing programs of the 1980s and 1990s dramatically increased the number of houses in the 

town, with houses concentrated in a small area and set close together along sealed roads with 

kerbing, in ‘a bizarre version of suburban Australia’ (Martin 1993, p. 167). The houses were now 

built by outside skilled labour instead of by local people, and this was justified as addressing the 

disparity in standards of material wellbeing meant housing had to be built to the standards 

required of public housing programs. 

Although the new social housing was generally highly sought after by Wik, they did complain 

that there were too many people living too close together. The way the new housing was 

allocated severely disrupted what hitherto had been a ‘relative homology between indigenous 

principles of spatial organisation and settlement layout’ (p.166). Topside and bottomside Wik 

became more dispersed throughout the township. Tensions and conflicts between Wik 

escalated due to the changes. Whereas historically a key response to conflict and violence had 

been Wik shifting residence after disputations, such a mechanism was now compromised as 

one’s protagonists in a fight were likely to be from households that had been dispersed 

throughout the township. The result of the new housing was that ‘[w]ith almost all of life lived 

under intense public scrutiny, there was simply nowhere to avoid the hostile watchfulness of 

one’s opponents, other than to leave town’ (Martin 1993, p. 167). 

Although such negative impacts on Wik society of poor settlement planning, and of spatial 

distribution and allocation of housing according to bureaucratic standards of efficiency, had 

already been experienced and documented prior to NPARIH, in Aurukun the same mistakes 

have been replicated and amplified under the new NPARIH housing investment.  

Bartlett Street in Aurukun is a new housing subdivision developed in the last two years under 

NPARIH which demonstrates the blunt force of bureaucratic efficiency and the 

disempowerment of an already beleaguered people under NPARIH. A recent aerial view of 

Bartlett Street at Figure 1 shows that this pattern of housing is the new ‘normal’ with two more 

similar subdivisions following the Bartlett Street model clearly visible below the semicircle in 

the centre of the photo. 
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Figure 1 Aerial photo showing settlement plan of Aurukun, including new NPARIH 

subdivisions of Barlett Street and adjoining new semicircles under development 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1 the roofs of the new housing in Barlett Street and other NPARIH 

subdivisions are almost touching, despite the fact that Aurukun is a place where land and space 

are seemingly endless on the horizon. In a pattern common across northern Australia, the local 

Aurukun leaders were consulted on the new NPARIH housing plan and while multiple 

objections were raised through 2014 to the density and standard of the planned housing, the 

need for efficiency outweighed any argument for more space. The cost of extra connections and 

services for the houses to be spaced further apart could not be accommodated. Besides, the 

NPARIH pipeline was already flowing—the Aurukun Shire Council had acquiesced to the 

NPARIH leases, designs had been settled, tenders had been issued including to the Aurukun 

Shire Council, and house colours had been chosen by tenants—and so it was full steam ahead.  

Allocations of the new housing were determined according to the criteria of regionally-based 

bureaucrats who made assessments of need and eligibility. Local advice about the allocation of 

housing was extremely limited and not seen to be important, as ‘people need to learn to live 

together’.2 Of course, however, such an approach is fraught. These are not new public housing 

precincts in the suburbs. Indeed, ‘[h]ousing sites in these communities are not anonymous 

places where the housing department bureaucrat can allocate families indiscriminately on the 

basis of some housing allocation formula’ (Pearson 2010). 

The incentives embedded in NPARIH along the Canberra-Brisbane-Aurukun continuum explain 

the institutionalised structure that values and upholds bloody-minded notions of efficiency over 

all other considerations, including readily available lessons from local history. By its nature 

NPARIH excludes the very influence it needs to be effective, that of the human beings that 

understand the value and application of new housing and settlement planning for Aurukun—

the Wik people themselves.  

                                                             
2 Personal comm, DPW officer responsible for the rollout in Aurukun. 

Bartlett Street 
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After less than two years of families moving into the new housing in Bartlett Street this area has 

become a ghetto within a ghetto. The negative consequences of the new ‘cheek by jowl living’3  

soon became apparent. Local people are reporting that about a third of the new NPARIH houses 

in Bartlett Street are already overcrowded and damaged, that gambling circles are well 

established in the street and that there are worse than the usual tensions between the clan 

groups and families. Fights have arisen between neighbours with opposing topside and 

bottomside affiliations who cannot help but see each other’s every move when living in such 

close proximity. Local people are also devastated about the almost complete lack of local 

employment outcomes from this very substantial infrastructure investment.  

3. MAPOON’S HARD WON RIGHTS AND MODEL SETTLEMENT PLAN 

FOR HOME OWNERSHIP UNDER THREAT FROM NPARIH 

The community of Mapoon on Cape York is situated about 100 kilometres north of the mining 

town of Weipa on Cape York. When you drive into and around Mapoon it does not look like any 

other Indigenous community on Cape York. The houses are hardly visible from the long coastal 

service road and many have lovingly made entrance signs, made of local hardwood timber, on 

the long and treed driveways leading up to the houses. 

Mapoon, like Aurukun, was first established in 1891 as a Moravian Mission that accommodated 

multiple groups of Indigenous peoples from the local area. Through the early 1900s, Mapoon 

also became a destination for non-local Aboriginal children forcibly removed from their 

families, as well as Torres Strait Islander and South Sea Islander families employed by the 

mission (Moran 2016).  

Under the guidance of Reverend John Hey, the settlement of Mapoon flourished and he helped 

the people of Mapoon establish a village layout with many similarities to the Grassy Narrows 

First Nation on their old reserve. Hey worked to establish the expanded village of Mapoon 

families on a strip of foreshore a few kilometres from the mission based on the principles of 

developing ‘self-reliance and energy’. Mark Moran in his 2016 book Serious Whitefella Stuff: 

When solutions became the problem in Indigenous affairs summarises the approach: 

Each house had a plot of about 1 acre (4000 square metres), with a subsistence garden, 

chickens and coconuts (Wharton 1996). Life on these little ‘outstation’ blocks provided 

considerable freedom and privacy … All of these houses were self-built and self-purchased. 

(Moran 2016, p.135) 

The approach was visionary in its simplicity and effectiveness. Life was hard in Mapoon, as it 

was on the old reserve of the Ojibway, but families were self-reliant, tough and lived with great 

pride in the homes that they built with their own money, blood and sweat. The community 

sustained itself in all aspects for the next forty years.  

By 1953 familiar government rhetoric began to gain traction for Mapoon. The Queensland 

Department of Native Affairs began to officially question the ‘viability’ of Mapoon and openly 

encourage people to take up special ‘exemptions’ from the protectorate of Aboriginal laws 

controlling free movement and to relocate to nearby cattle stations and rural townships. The 

                                                             
3 Personal communication 18 November 2016, Phil Venables, when residing in Aurukun to manage the 
Aurukun Restorative Justice Project and run by the Department of Justice and Attorney General. 
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Department of Native Affairs also began the process of gradually reducing the already meagre 

government support for the Mapoon mission due to its ‘lack of economic prospects and to 

rationalise government expenditure’ (O’Leary 1953).  

The truth of the Department of Native Affairs plan was revealed in 1958 when the Queensland 

Government issued a mining lease to the Comalco mining company including the village of 

Mapoon and all of its nearby outstations lands. The Department of Native Affairs relocation 

machinery now shifted into top gear and oversaw the creation of a landlocked ‘replacement’ site 

150 kilometres to the north christened New Mapoon and issued an immediate embargo on 

funding for Mapoon. Many families flatly refused to leave their homes and their beautiful 

tropical village. By 1963, just as the Department of Indian Affairs in Canada were ramping up 

their relocation plan for the First Nations people of Grassy Narrows, the citizens of Mapoon on 

Cape York were about to experience the violent culmination of the Department of Native Affairs 

relocation plan.  

On 14 November 1963 the people of Mapoon were forced out of their self-built homes by the 

Queensland Police force, herded onto a waiting government barge and then watched helplessly 

as the Department of Native Affairs carpenters, under Queensland Government instruction, set 

fire to and razed their homes and food gardens.  

In contrast to the financial coercion of Department of Indian Affairs in relocating the Ojibway in 

Canada, the violent removal and burning of the homes of Mapoon families by the Department of 

Native Affairs and Queensland Police became the foundation stone for Mapoon people to rebuild 

what was taken from them. From the 1970s, several families began to regularly return to the 

Mapoon ruins to camp and live for many weeks at a time. Fortunately, the nearby stripping of 

bauxite had not extended to the old mission site and the land and soil was largely intact. 

The removal and relocation took a heavy toll on many families but they demonstrated an 

incredible spirit and will to return and rebuild their homes. Through the mid-1970s there was 

support from the Commonwealth Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and the Australian Council of 

Churches in open defiance of the Queensland Government and the ongoing Department of 

Native Affairs funding embargo. The strong culture of self-reliance came to the fore and within a 

decade many self-built houses once again dotted the Mapoon shoreline. 

Political change in Queensland through the 1980s saw the infamous Director of Native Affairs 

lose his job and the Queensland Government, under the direction of Bob Katter as the Minister 

for Aboriginal and Islander Affairs, create and issue 183 000 hectares of Deed of Grant in Trust 

(DOGIT) land to the newly created Mapoon Land Trust.4  

The vision of the Mapoon leaders was given support from government and ATSIC through the 

early 1990s. In 1995, a young Mark Moran began work with the leaders as a project coordinator 

of a skilled interdisciplinary team with the task of empowering and supporting the people of 

Mapoon to realise their settlement plan: 

The consensus to emerge was relatively straightforward: to re-create the original mission 

layout of family blocks where individual families once lived and still claimed … The task of 

                                                             
4 A Deed of Grant in Trust (DOGIT) is a form of communally-held land tenure, established in Queensland 
so that community councils could hold and administer former reserve or mission land in trust for the 
benefit of local Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people. 
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the project became to map individual family associations to their old mission houses, to 

wrap housing and infrastructure around where people had lived, or to where they had 

recently returned. (Moran 2016, p.147) 

Through a combination of fate, hard work and perseverance, Mark was able to find in Comalco’s 

Weipa office an aerial survey photograph of the Mapoon mission taken in 1957. The photo was 

pored over by the old people and leaders and was able to be translated into the modern 

settlement plan, evolving the plan developed under the guidance of Reverend Hey almost a 

century earlier. 

Consistent with the mission, the settlement plan as it developed was remarkably dispersed, 

in comparison to other communities of this nature … Rather than one house per allotment, 

extended-family blocks were conceived, to accommodate up to thirty people through a 

cluster of dwelling structures. Each extended-family block was to be 1 hectare (10 000 

square metres), the equivalent of two football fields, surrounded by a perimeter ‘bush 

buffer’. (Moran 2016, p. 150) 

The financial war chest that the community leaders had diligently amassed over several years 

was now put to full use, and new houses were built around a new settlement plan mission over 

the next ten years to re-create some of the successful aspects of the settlement plan of the old 

mission (see Figure 2). Recent aerial photos show the layout and vision behind the communtiy 

largely consistent with the 1995 settlement plan—a centralised cluster of public infrastructure 

and services with houses and blocks dispersed along the foreshore (see Figures 3 and 4).  
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Figure 2 Mapoon Setttlement Plan 1995 

 

Source: Centre for Appropriate Technology, Cairns. 
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Figure 3 Aerial photo of Mapoon township and nearby houses and allotments 

 

Figure 4 Aerial photo of Mapoon houses and allotments to the north of townhsip 

 

Mark Moran returned to Mapoon in 2000 and surveyed local people about their views on the 

layout. The comments of local people provide critical insight to the success of the settlement 

plan, particularly from residents with experience living in other Aboriginal communities on 

Cape York: 

‘It’s much better, more spread out; you’re not on each other’s doorstep’ 

‘You haven’t got people form next door coming over. No heavy music in the night.’ 
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‘The problems are not as bad now with drinking. People don’t congregate into big drinking 

circles as much, they tend to stay at home and keep to themselves’ (Moran 2016, p. 152) 

The foundation of the Mapoon settlement plan was that local people had control over their 

housing in a manner that was consistent with the long and proud local history of self-build 

housing and self-reliance. Indeed, the settlement plan was seen as a critical step towards local 

families having legal title to their blocks for home ownership.  

Despite its success, Mapoon peoples’ settlement plan and aspirations for legal title for home 

ownership is now being fundamentally tested, perhaps predictably, by NPARIH and the push to 

recast the entire housing framework under the command and control system of social housing 

and its requirement to build new houses and infrastructure as efficiently as possible.  

Under NPARIH the Mapoon Shire Council, as the appointed trustee of the DOGIT lands on which 

the housing is located, has signed over to Queensland’s Department of Housing and Public 

Works 40 year leases for the houses in Mapoon as required in exchange for access to NPARIH 

funded housing. In 2016, two new small lot NPARIH subdivisions are being developed in 

Mapoon and there is also advanced discussion with the Mapoon Aboriginal Shire Council about 

subdividing the existing larger blocks for new social housing. The Queensland Government 

wants the one hectare lots subdivided into 3000 square metres or smaller, to save on costs of 

cabling and pipes that go to service new social houses.  

While many Mapoon families continue to identify closely with the era of self-build housing and 

self-reliance, their aspiration to have their historical rights recognised through individual title 

to land for home ownership have been muddied. In legal terms, the signing of 40 year social; 

housing leases over community houses means that Mapoon people are now social housing 

tenants embedded within a Canberra and Brisbane driven policy framework, and the 

Department of Housing and Public Works has the right to manage the housing stock under this 

framework.  

The progress that was being made through the mid-2000s toward creating individual legal title 

for Mapoon people over their blocks and homes has unfortunately been completely swamped by 

NPARIH. Moran notes: 

The Queensland Government tried to clarify that they could surrender parts of their 40 

year leases for 99-year home-owner leases, but it was clear that home ownership had 

become subsidiary to a massive state takeover of social housing. (Moran 2016, p. 170) 

NPARIH has clouded rather than enhanced the history of locally empowered settlement, 

housing decisions and aspirations in Mapoon. Although it may be inconceivable that Mapoon 

families would be asked to leave their homes that they have in many cases lived in for two 

generations or more on land where their families rebuilt the community from the ashes of the 

1963 burning, the reality is that until families have a legal title to their land they will remain 

social housing tenants at the mercy of an externally controlled housing system.  
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4. THE WRONG INCENTIVES: NPARIH CROWDS OUT HOME 

OWNERSHIP AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

In addition to building new social housing and lifting the standard of existing housing through 

maintenance, NPARIH also set out to achieve social and economic objectives, including: 

…the progressive resolution of land tenure on remote community-titled land in order to 

secure government and commercial investment, economic development 

opportunities and home ownership possibilities in economically sustainable 

communities. (COAG 2010, p. 5) [emphasis added] 

Remarkably NPARIH does not include a single performance benchmark or reporting 

requirement to give life or accountability to this objective. Instead, NPARIH performance 

measures are completely focused on the rates of occupancy and overcrowding, the construction 

and repair of houses (subject to 40 year leases) and procurement contracts for Indigenous 

employment. NPARIH has created powerful bureaucratic structures and incentives that crowd 

out opportunities for home ownership and economic development to naturally emerge. 

Under NPARIH both the Queensland Government and local Indigenous Councils are perversely 

incentivised to keep, maintain and increase the pool of social housing. They have been cast as 

‘rent seekers’ who would financially stand to lose should remote Indigenous communities move 

away from the current model of social housing. 

The Queensland Government: 

• Is a NPARIH appointed social housing agent, manager and provider for the Australian 

Government and taxpayers.  

 

While the specific nature of the fiscal relationship between the Commonwealth and 

Queensland is not transparent, from high level funding agreements it is clear that the 

Queensland Government is paid a management and servicing fee for the number of social 

houses built or rebuilt and refurbished (subject to 40 year leases being signed with 

trustees).  

 

• Has very little incentive to act as an effective property manager as NPARIH funding is used 

to meet the gap between rentals and expenditure.  

 

This has serious flow on consequences for the norms of people living in the houses even 

where tenancy agreements are in place but very poorly managed with regard to the rights 

and responsibilities of lessees and lessors. 

At the local government level: 

• The financial incentives to maintain the status quo are considerable.  

 

Indigenous councils, as trustees of DOGIT tenures, are paid an $800 per year lease fee for a 

40 year social housing lease and a $2000 annual service fee as a rates equivalent (on which 

councils rely heavily as no rates base exists for these councils). In addition, Councils are also 
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paid a special one off payment of $6000 for each new (greenfield) block that is leased for 

social housing under a 40 year lease. After several years of NPARIH these payments have 

now become a critical component of council funding and create a deep structural 

disincentive for the transfer and settlement of DOGIT tenures to Land Trusts that are 

independent of Councils (nowhere else does a local council hold the underlying tenure of a 

town). Councils also have preferential procurement contracts for refurbishments and 

maintenance contracts for social housing. 

Even at the household level, the right incentives are not in place. If residents earn less than 

$80 000 per year then they are offered a social housing tenancy agreement which includes a 

very low capped rental of typically $100 per week and access to significant funds for 

refurbishment or even access to new housing. The very low rents are collected by the 

Department of Housing and Public Works and information from tenants suggests that there is 

little action or penalty for non-payment.  

Fantin (2016) outlines how households on Palm Island earning over $80 000 have not been 

offered a social housing tenancy with the option of potential future home ownership through a 

sale to tenant process (and IBA lending) dependent on residents having a tenancy agreement. 

This creates a perverse incentive for households to earn less than $80 000 to have access to a 

social housing tenancy and also undermines the natural incentive for families to demand 

progress and support for home ownership choices.  

Indeed after nine years of NPARIH the Queensland Department of Housing and Public Works 

still does not have a policy to deal with households earning over $80 000, but instead continues 

to apply a special exemption to its mainstream social housing rules whereby residents in 

indigenous communities can live in houses in a tenancy limbo and pay rent, but not be subject to 

any tenancy agreement.  

Under NPARIH the Queensland Government, Indigenous councils, and social housing tenants 

are responding rationally to the cascading incentives before them. Despite the rhetoric in 

NPARIH about home ownership and economic development, the incentives simply do not 

support these objectives. The behaviour of the collective bureaucracy is therefore predictable—

it works to reinforce and protect the system of centralised control over all aspects of indigenous 

housing. 

Cape York Welfare Reform and the NPARIH juggernaut 

Under the Cape York Welfare Reform trial established from 2008, a range of structural reforms 

were developed to build indigenous responsibility and authority, and to reduce the role of 

government, including by shifting families from welfare housing to home ownership (refer to 

CYI 2007). The reform agenda demanded an end to the passive welfare approach to housing and 

for people to have real ‘skin in the game’ through tenancy reform and home ownership. The 

timing of NPARIH could not have been worse for the reform and empowerment agenda on Cape 

York.  

From 2009, NPARIH social housing reforms became the clear priority for the Australian and 

Queensland Government and the ‘urgent’ need to address overcrowding in welfare housing 

through NPARIH builds and upgrades. Over time the power and commitment of the Cape 
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Welfare Reform Board to tenancy reform and home ownership declined, with changes to 

representation particularly as the Queensland Government provided far less senior 

representation.  

It has now been more than 8 years since the fiscal and bureaucratic relationships to deliver 

NPARIH social housing have dominated the housing reform agenda. The firmly established 

priority under NPARIH to address overcrowding continues to crowd out the Indigenous 

development and empowerment agenda.  

The current problems with NPARIH have deep roots in the vested interested of the bureaucracy 

and the perverse inter-jurisdictional financial relationships that maintain the status quo. The 

difficulties created by NPARIH came dressed in sheep’s clothing, and under the guise of 

efficiency and the rhetoric of achieving better and more equal housing standards for remote 

communities. The results in Aurukun, Mapoon and other communities are plain to see. 

The strength of the original Cape York Welfare Reform agenda remains a powerful focal point 

for local people in Cape York. The Cape York Institute is currently supporting the peak trustee 

and community organisation in several communities, including Hope Vale and Mossman Gorge, 

in their endeavours to break through and achieve reforms to their local housing systems, 

including for tenancy management and home ownership. The overwhelming and recurring 

theme is that the key to breaking the pattern of policy intervention failure is for each 

community to be consistently and unequivocally supported to develop its own development 

agenda. The social, economic and cultural viability of First Nations is on the line. 
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